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Ian Henderson’s Roadster with restored instruments and a
special friend at the wheel
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Editorial

perfect world we live in.)

Who would have guessed about the changes
that have taken place in society with the Corona Virus? Instead of being less busy, the imperative of caring for people everywhere has
made life very busy. There is also learning
about internet platforms in order to share our
stories and meet together.
I think Ian Henderson’s comments are very
apt: ‘Here is the new dash, before and after (as
seen on page 1 and page 15). Since all fun has
been cancelled for a while including Tuesday
gatherings, I wanted to let you see that work on
the roadster has indeed progressed to the point
of it being fully operational again. The look is
much cleaner and neater now and I am generally happy with the result. (I’m told it is not a

Now with everything on hold for who knows
how long, the question is do I pull it all apart
again and attack the wood frame?
Everyone can keep in touch by email etc. Let
me know how you’re getting on.
Happy Days and keep safe,
Ian.
Below: The Riley 9 gearbox mounting
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The 2020 President’s run to Mt Tamborine by Peter Lee

Above: Riley enthusiasts at Mt Tamborine
Adjacent: Some of the Rileys resting in the
car park after the climb to the Eagle Heights
Mountain Resort.

Mark’s RMB, the President’s RMD, Tom’s RMA
(looking great with wire wheels), the Lonies’
RMB and the Mays’ very elegant RMB coupe.
New member David Law’s recent RMB pur-

The 2020 President’s Run on Sunday 15 March was certainly one to
remember. The weather was perfect and the Tamborine scenery
was at its annual best. Even the MI
came to the party with hardly any
congestion both ways.
Most Rileyites met at Tom and Diane Palagyi’s home at Wongawallan where they took in the superb
chase is receiving some attention so he turned
up in a ‘modern’ – an immaculate early 1980s
280 Benz.
Below: The view from the resort towards
the Gold Coast.

Above: The Lonie’s and the
Palagyi’s
garden setting before proceeding
in convoy up the mountain to the
Eagle Heights Mountain Resort
for coffee (and also cake for
some). The views over the Gold
Coast from the resort are remarkable.
There was an impressive array of
RMs in the carpark including the
Jackson RMF, Spare Parts
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The next stop was the village itself where eve- Above and below: The Tamborine Rainforryone was able to park easily outside the
est walk
Witches Chase Cheese Co and Fortitude
Brewing. Being Rileyites, initial confusion
about buying cheese and wine was quickly
overcome. The live music made for a very relaxed atmosphere and the talk soon turned to
national rallies and overseas holidays.
The next item on the program was a leisurely
stroll along the Gallery Walk taking in some of
the arts and crafts. RMCQ members then descended on a restaurant that looked as though
it had enough seating. With good humour, the
staff took our orders but the lone chef must
have been taken back a bit when he saw the
number of Rileyites. However, he did a great
job of keeping the food coming through the
kitchen hatch.

The after lunch option was the Tamborine Rainforest Skywalk. This involved a choice between walking 1.5
Above and below right: The Riley group
km along a boardwalk at treetop level or folwas big enough to almost fill the quaint vil- lowing a trail on the forest floor.
lage restaurant – inside and out.
The return trip home was uneventful for
nearly everyone. The exceptions being
Greg and Yvonne May who experienced a rattle while travelling at about
80 km/h. In the great Riley tradition,
their coupe managed to reach home
before it stopped dead. The cause was
a crack through the inlet port. Greg will
have probably reconditioned and installed a replacement head by the time
members receive this issue of TT.
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Letters to the Editor
Hi, Philip, I understand that with a note in Torquetube I can use the Riley on concessional
registration for a wedding. This being the case,
please put a note in the magazine to say that I
will be going to Greenslopes on the 2nd of May
2020. This is Angie Henderson’s wedding.
Brian Jackson
Responses to the Riley Roadster stories in
the March magazine:

Collecting my RMC today as we plan in the
morning to visit friends about 250 kms South of
Sydney. A good chance to check all operations
in readiness for our meet up in Broken Hill in
just about two months.
We are looking forward to this very much and
will have lots of fun I'm sure.
Best regards
Graeme Ellis
G'day Philip,

Philip,
As a member of the Riley Motor Club of WA, I
got the TorqueTube March 2020 Newsletter,
and I enjoyed that article about Riley roadsters
in Qld. - because I also have one of those lovely cars.

Good to see the red roadster on its way back
from potential oblivion, but only a madman
could think this was beautiful. With so many
panels different to a sedan, one has to wonder
why (and indeed how) they made it so terribly
and awkwardly ugly.

My roaster has Chassis No 59SS 5283, 1948 or
49. As a penniless Uni student in Sydney, I
bought it for £220 in 1971; it had a blown engine, but I gave it a heart-transplant. It had
come from Qld, where it was used on a property; they said that the roadster's absurdly huge
boot is fine for shifting dead sheep. So undignified.

I'd love to see a rehash of the scuttle and a split
windscreen, raising of the door lines but still
slightly cutaway, dumping of the pretentious
spare wheel mount and putting standard RM
bumpers front and rear. And maybe cutaway
the front fenders, at the risk of getting adverse
lift at high speed (but none of us exceed 110
km/h do we?).

After much restoration, the roadster now drives
happily with me in Margaret River, WA.
Cheers,
Peter Kesteven

When you look at some of the earlier Rileys,
they had so very period correct styling, I have
to think they'd lost their designers when they
did this: would be interesting to see their management structure when they came up with this
while Lyons was coming up with the XK120.
Can you imagine where Riley would have been
had they a Bill Lyons on the staff?
Cheers Iain Robilliard

Morning Philip,
Thank you for the Torquetube, this latest issue
was not all about Riley 9's but a very informative issue dedicated to that Prince of post war
Rileys, the RMC.

MG ONDA - MGA by Mike Bramwell
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Many enthusiasts are purists who want to
experience motoring as it was when their
car was built and would frown upon modifications of any sort. Having seen attempts
over the years to make RMs perform I have
often said,” If you want an RM to perform
like a MK2 Jaguar, just buy a MK2 Jaguar.”
That may seem hypocritical of me as I had
fitted a T5 gearbox from a V8 Commodore
and a Borg Warner axle from a Centura into
my Roadster years ago which transformed
that car into a great long distance tourer
without compromising reliability or the original character of the car. Donald Healy wasn’t able to extract significant power gains
from the 2 ½ Litre for his Silverstone so best
to be content with the performance short of
changing the engine for a more modern design.

Below: The Honda engine is a tight fit and
necessitated chassis modification all of

So what has all this to do with my MGA? I
thought I was over old cars and was looking
recently for a modern sporty type of car
such as an MX5 or MGF when this popped
up at the last minute. Like most of us I am
drawn to the style of the older classics but
having owned a couple of MGAs over the
years and nice cars as they are, I wanted a
which are approved by Qld Transport as are
more modern performance and ride. Apparent- the changes to brakes and suspension.
ly someone else had felt the same way and
created MG ONDA.
Below: The Hoyle left hand rear suspension
The centrepiece of the car is the Honda F20c on my spare parts car showing the double
engine and 6 speed box developed for the
wishbones, coil over shock absorber and
S2000 sports car. This engine holds the record limited slip differential unit from a Ford Sifor the most power per litre of any normally as- erra.
pirated engine ever made for a production car
producing 240hp at 9000rpm from its 2 litres
and 16 valves. Fortunately the builder realised
that the standard brakes and suspension
would not be a safe combination and installed
an independent rear suspension with limited
slip differential made by Hoyle Engineering in
England and a matching front suspension by
the same company. Four-wheel disc brakes
ventilated up front with alloy four piston callipers on separate circuits, although not power
assisted provide excellent retardation and
complete the specification.
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At the risk of boring those not technically interested it is worth looking at how Honda managed to produce an exceptional power output
without compromising low speed tractability.
For a typical engine to be able to operate at
9000rpm would necessitate a camshaft profile
and valve timing that would barely allow the
engine to idle or to produce enough torque to
get moving from rest. To produce smooth
torque and power at low revs requires valve
geometry that does not allow useful performance past about 5000rpm. So what Honda
engineers came up with is a unique system of
variable valve timing that uses two different
camshaft profiles for the two rev ranges. This
system is still used by Honda on their Type R
models whereas other cars displaying a VTEC
badge commonly use a system whereby an
electric actuator attached to the end of one or
both camshafts advances or retards the timing
of that cam, but not the lift or duration, in an
effort to optimise efficiency and emissions.

Above and below: The photos of some
spare parts that I have shows the general
arrangement of the valve gear. For each
pair of valves there are three cam lobes.
The outer two of lower lift, duration and
overlap operate the valves directly by rocker arms whilst the centre one can be seen
to have much higher lift and duration for
high speed operation.
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The three rocker arms pivot on a rocker shaft
and follow the cams via rollers. When engine
revs reach 6000rpm and oil pressure is at
67psi or more and the computer is happy with
engine temperature, it actuates a solenoid
which allows high oil pressure to flow into the
rocker on the right forcing the pin to move sideways partially into the centre rocker in turn
pushing the second pin sideways partially into
the rocker on the left. The three rockers now
are locked together and ride off the centre
cam. All hell breaks loose at this point and with
full throttle the engine screams to the redline of
9000rpm with dramatic acceleration. Really
quite exciting and not something to do in the
wet. When revs drop below 6000rpm the computer shuts off the solenoid, oil pressure drops
and the spring loaded plunger in the left hand
rocker ejects the pins back to their original position and the driver’s heart rate returns close
to normal.
The down side to all of this technology is complication. Gone are the days when you could
get home if you carried a bit of spare wire, a
set of points and a condenser. Thankfully Honda are renowned for reliability and the S2000s
are still going strong twenty years later. Apologies to the purists who are offended!

( Editor: Not offended but curious—what
percentage of the engine power can you use
prior to lift off and under normal driving conditions can you get out of first gear?)

Jym’s nose

Above: Who is this man under the Red
roadster?

At that point the Riley was jacked up and the
screwdriver was thrust through the outer layer
You can never really know what lies behind the of bog and black paint into the passenger side
skin of a Riley when you acquire it. There can box section. Further blows revealed that the
be many hidden issues. Almost always there is box construction was rusted through at the bottom, side and front where repairs had been afrotten timber, then there is dodgy wiring and
maybe crash damage that has been poorly re- fected perhaps in the 1970s.
paired. And then there is the obvious incorrect
instruments that may or may not be easy to replace. You just have to be as careful as possible when examining the Riley and then expect
to experience some surprises. Jym was no exception. When fitting the crank handle, the
business end did not quite line up with the centre of the crank pully. Upon closer examination,
it was noticed that the engine cradle was slightly wonky. Then with screwdriver in hand the
face of the passenger side of the engine cradle
was stabbed and miraculously the pointy end
of the screwdriver penetrated.
Below: The bottom, front and side of the en- Fortunately for Mal, during a visit to Ian Henderson’s garage an engine cradle, that had
gine cradle rusted out
been carefully cleaned and repainted came to
my attention. It had been a possible basis of a
power steering adaption, but the project was
dismissed, and the engine cradle had sat on
the floor for some time. After a brief discussion
the engine cradle was offered and accepted
and on another visit the cradle was taken home
for fitting. Sounds like an easy solution doesn’t
it? It wasn’t. The driver’s side suspension arms
came off easily enough, but the passenger side
8

bottom arm had received some of the impact
of the collision. The two-armed puller just wasn’t up to the job. This meant that a heavier
specific puller needed to be manufactured and
after some hours of construction, it was fitted
and with enormous difficulty and the help of a
crowbar the bottom suspension arm crept forward millimetre by millimetre. In fact, the suspension arm fought against coming off all the
way to the last turning of the bolt on the puller.

Above: Engine cradle off
Happily, the next day signalled the beginning
of the reconstruction. With the new cradle dangling in front of the chassis, the first bolts were
fitted through the chassis and engine cradle
and the nuts tightened. The other bolts went
through quite easily and the nuts tightened
and the two long bolts that secure the steering
rack and pinion were fed through to await the
inspection and possible repair of the double
eye slot on the steering housing.

Above: Suspension arms off
The torsion bars, shock absorbers, brake
lines, hubs and the steering reduction box
and steering rack came off easily, but the bolts
that fasten the cradle onto the chassis on the
passenger side were rusted into position so
with lots of lubrication, a few gentle taps with a
sledge hammer and drift and the use of a
breaker bar and socket they very reluctantly let
go of their rusted on grip of the chassis and
the rest of the day seemed to slip past rapidly
but with the cradle dangling from a block and
tackle. They say, ‘winners are grinners’ but
there was not enough energy left for that.

Above: engine cradle fitted
This done the suspension arms were fitted
with new suspension rubbers, the hubs were
re-attached, and new brake lines refitted.

Above: Suspension arms and hubs fitted.
The Riley is beginning to look like a
complete Riley
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At this point, re-joined member, Mike Bramwell
sent me an e-mail advertising Ray Dingle’s
1949 Roadster. Queensland Riley enthusiasts
received this advertisement with a minor adjustment to the picture sizes. Well, Mal
demonstrated that he had really caught the Riley bug and SMSed me with a request to accompany him to Lismore, with the view to looking over the Riley and if suitable to bring it
home. We did that on a Tuesday morning and
who was the first person we saw? Mike Bramwell. He was there to buy some MG parts from
Ray’s treasure trove. While Mike was loading
his bits, we went into the building and met
Luke, the Son-in-law of Ray who had recently
passed away. It did not take long to discover a
very careful almost complete restoration of an
early Roadster with a column shift and a very
integrous man who was tasked with the disposal of Ray’s cars and car parts. A transaction
was made, and the Riley loaded onto the trailer
for his trip over the border. At the time of writing, Ray’s RMC is sitting on the trailer in Brisbane waiting for JYM to get his engine and
steering re-installed so that they can exchange
places. JYM will go back to Brisbane and RAYMOND will be finished here with the view to
having him on the road in a month or so.

The clamp that fixes the steering shaft to the
reduction box was the first thing to be released.
After that the steering wheel with the shaft was
withdrawn from the reduction box without difficulty. A single bolt was left holding the box in
its position on the chassis as the steering rack
had already been removed from the old engine
cradle.
With the steering reduction box off and laying
on the bench, it was cleaned and disassembled. As can be seen in the picture, there is an
intermediate gear that is adjustable, and it appears as if a previous owner was unaware of
the adjustment procedure and simply locked
the loose nut with the fencing wire.

Steering
One of the unique components of the RMC is
its steering reduction box. This one had a nicelooking length of green fencing wire circumnavigating it that was tightly wrapped around a nut
on the front face of the box. It appeared to
have been placed there to fix the nut into its
position. This was a curiosity to me and doubtless to the reader now that you know that it
was there. What was it for?
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Above: Top left is the opening for the gear
to the steering rack, in the middle is the intermediate gear with needle bearings and
on the right is the opening for the steering
shaft
The gears seemed to be in good working order, but interestingly an electrical wire bullet
was found inside the box and glued into a position in the corner of the box with hardened
grease. Happily, it had done no harm in this
position so along with the old grease it was removed, and the box re-assembled with new
grease.

The steering rack came apart quite easily, it
was also adorned with the same hardened
grease located around the rack and in the
ends of the rack housing. The double eye
was interesting. A track had been worn so
deeply that only 3/8th of an inch was left in its
depth. The rack, as you would expect was
also worn in the middle. The groove in the
double eye was welded and the weld milled
so that it was thicker than the original and
then the rack was fitted onto the mill bed and
the opening was cut so that the wear in the
middle was taken out.

sembly, the rack was refitted, then the reduction gear and the clamps refitted into their
places.

Above: The rack disassembled and below:
The double eye refitted

This procedure has been effectively used in a
few steering racks but on this occasion, I was
talking to Phil Soden, the reluctant editor of
‘The Gazette’ and Paul Baee. Phil told me that
on his Riley his double eye had been plated to
cover the groove. Paul told me that what he
did was to mill a square cut into the double
eye and a piece of tool steel was fitted into the
cavity and tack welded at either end. He said
that using this procedure, future wear could be
addressed by removing the tool steel and replacing it with another piece. He also told me
that he had been asked by other Riley enthusiasts to repair their repair because they had put
too much heat into the weld warping the double eye. So, it just goes to show you that there
are always new things that can be learned.
The double eye that was welded in my garage
was effective, but the procedure described by
Phil and Paul should provide a longer life and
could easily be replaced again and again giving the component a very long life. After reas11

After that the road wheels were replaced. At
the time of writing the engine is yet to be
cleaned, the gear box removed and cleaned,
new welsh plugs fitted and new support rubbers fitted to the engine and gearbox, When
the engine, radiator, floor plates are fitted the
Riley will go into hibernation for awhile until the
other RMC restoration is completed.
Below: some memorabilia from Ray’s collection given to Mal with the purchase of
his other Riley

Riley 9 gearbox rebuild
The gearbox purchased had a thick layer of
dried oil, sludge and carbon on the gears and
in the bottom of the gearbox. It appeared to
have a broken gear tooth. It also appeared to
have sat in some moist dirt for a period and the
area where the aluminium housing was in contact with the dirt, the aluminium had rotted out
leaving a cavity with a hole through the bell
housing the size of a sixpence (a five cent
piece for young people). One very positive
thing about the box was that both the layshaft
gear cluster, the gear cluster and the reverse
gear span came out easily. Another delightful
experience was that the box was much lighter
than its descendants and I could pick it up without risk of incurring a hernia. The sump plug
was smaller than its post war descendants but
when opened, it was found to have the same
thread as a post war engine plug. So, prior to
removing the gears an adaptor was made to
the gearbox mounting swivel that had been
made a few years ago for an RM box rebuild.
This was fitted to the swivel post with the brass
plug and it was screwed into the sump plug
opening. Happily, it worked well, and the box
swung easily on the base plate.

These are on the back of the gearbox housing
under the output shaft. Unfortunately, the layshaft did not want to move. At that point, it was
decided to see if the universal housing would
come off and the gears removed through the
housing opening and they did without issue.
Sadly, the layshaft still refused to move so a
telephone call was made to Phil Evans to see if
there was something that I had missed in the
disassembly procedure and his response was
yes, for a reluctant layshaft a tap with a hammer on a soft drift would remove it. I applied
the tap with no outcome, so after several taps,
as you do, a larger hammer was brought out
and employed and after a few hefty blows, the
layshaft began to move.

Above: disassembly completed
With the layshaft out (but thankfully not damaged), the layshaft cluster was removed without issue and then the reverse gear shaft was
removed using the same procedure as applied
to the layshaft. The gear box end plate was
then removed along with the journal bearing.
After that it was a simple procedure to remove
the main shaft journal bearing from the output
shaft. Then, after transferring the semi dried oil,
Above: The gear box on fitted onto the
carbon and dirt from the gearbox components
and housing onto my hands and clothing, the
stand
parts were inspected, cleaned and oiled. It apIn Matthew French’s article on Riley 9 Gearbox peared that the box had a minimal amount of
disassembly (November 2019 Torquetube) and moisture sitting in the bottom and this had afalso in the Riley 9 maintenance/user manual
fected the main gear on the lay cluster but not
the layshaft is the first thing to be removed so sufficiently to be of concern. Earlier in my conboth the nuts of the base plate of the layshaft
versation with Phil Evan, it was learned that
and the reverse gear shaft were removed.
both bearings and the thrust ball were available
12

in Australia so a trip down to Brisbane was
planned with the view to visiting Matthew as
well as a bearing shop and a paint shop.

The outside diameter (OD) on the two peddle
shaft bushes were the same size and one end
of the clutch shaft was the same as the peddle bush size but with a spline in the middle for
Happily, Matthew had rebuilt a gear box only
months previously, so I was spared the task of the clutch lever and from there the shaft has a
smaller diameter through to the other side of
finding modern equivalent bearing numbers.
FYI the bearing numbers are KSM RMS8-2RS the bell housing. The bronze bushes were
available at the bearing shop and fitted perand KSM RLS10-2RS It was also found that
fectly onto the shafts. The part number for the
the peddle shaft and clutch operating shaft
openings in the bell housing were worn in the main bushes is PB703. All that was needed to
same manner as Matthew’s bell housing was be done was to cut off the extra length off the
bell housing bushes, bore the bushes to the
so a task for this week will be fitting thin
OD of the bronze inserts and fit them. Sounds
bronze bushes and putting a patch into the
bottom of the bell housing where it had rotted simple doesn’t it? The only thing is that I had
out. It was then that it was discovered that the no idea how to do it.
clutch and peddle shafts were too short to
So, a visit to the local engineering Yoda was in
pass through the from one side of the other
order, that is Robin Hull. I took my gearbox,
side of the gearbox! After consulting with Phil the shafts and the bushes and after explaining
Evans, it was discovered that the box was like- what I wanted to do he said what was required
ly to be a 1934 specimen because in that year was a flying cutter.
the bell housing bushes were extended to
lengthen their life.
More than a week past while thinking about
the wear in the clutch and peddle shaft bushes. And apart from that there was a lot of confusion about the length of the bushes, the
short shafts and what needed to be done to
make the whole thing work in a 1927 Riley 9.
After some debate about the value of longer
bushes against the originality of a Mark 3
length, it was decided to cut off the extra
length of the gearbox bushes, use the shorter
shafts and fit bronze bushes into the box to
take it back to close fitting bushes and the
1927shaft lengths. It is also important to say
that it was easier to decide on this course of
He then drew a picture of what it might look
action but harder to execute.
like. Following a visit to the local steel merchant to buy the rod it was cut to length (13
Below: Extended bushes
inches) and reduced to the diameter of the
shafts. The end was reduced to a half an inch
to fit it onto a drill chuck and then the shaft
was reduced to 5/8ths and it was drilled to fit a
lathe tool and fixed using a grub screw. This
was fitted through the peddle shaft openings
so that the end protruded through the other
side of the box and the lathe tool was on the
near side of the box. An experimental cut was
made on the end of the aluminium bush that
was to be cut off. With a few practice cuts it
was learned to fit the bronze bush up to the
13

to get the correct setting on the cutting tool.
the aluminium bushes were cut to the lengths
When the bush was fitted it was tight, just what required by the shafts. Then, after the box was
was required.
dismounted from the mill the bushes were examined and they measured up to be square.

Above: The fly cutter with the bronze bush
The extra length of the bushes on the peddle
side were then cut off using a hacksaw (that
sounds very backyardish, but it worked and
there was enough excess on the ends of the
bushes to squarely cut them off).

So, after the hacking, the gear box was fitted
onto the mill. That took some thought as the
box needed to be supported on steel packing
under the bushes on the other side of the box
in order to get it to sit square and for the starter
motor opening to fit over the mill bed. The box
was fixed into position with mill accessories
and further packing under the rectangular
opening on top of the box. It only just fitted as
the box consumed the entire space with only
just enough gap to fit the mill bit. In the end,
14

Above: Experimental cuts to the longer
bushes. From the picture you can see
where the cut was going to be made.
Below: A clearer picture of the experimental
cut

With the earlier experience of boring the bush
openings to size, there was sufficient confidence to cut the bushes to the OD of the
bronze bushes. The cut was made to 1/16th of
an inch to the inside the gearbox wall.
To make certain that the fitting was firm, lock
tight was used and then to be doubly certain a
drilling was made and threaded, a nick was
made in the bush and a grub screw was fitted
to lock the bush in place. The same procedure

was used on the bush opening on the other
side of the gearbox. Then, the driver’s side
clutch shaft was bored in the same manner
as the peddle shaft bushes and the bush fitted. Finally, the smaller diameter cut was
made by reducing the diameter of the fly cutter and resetting the lathe tool to suit the OD
of the odd sized bronze bush. The shafts are
a little tight in the bushes, but they turn and
with a little honing of the bushes the outcome
has been quite good.
The rest of the process of rebuilding the box
is a reversal of the disassembly and at this
stage it is waiting until after Torquetube is
published.

Clutch and brake
peddles set in
place to check
clearances.

Thank you to Graeme Pinkney for supplying the clutch peddle and Robin Hull for the advice.

Before and after shots of the Roadster in Ian Henderson’s garage
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1929 coach-built 2-seater Riley Nine for sale.
Much restoration work done, but not driven in over 50 years!
The car is located in Bexley, NSW.
The history of the Riley is that the vehicle was purchased in Greenwich, Sydney in May 1966,
in very dilapidated condition. It was subsequently transported to Hong Kong where it was completely disassembled (every nut, bolt and screw) and restoration was commenced in 1967.
The engine, gearbox, differential, running gear, brakes, etc. were all completely overhauled
including starter motor, generator, magneto, etc. The engine has never been turned over.
There has been no electrical work whatsoever done. Exhaust, battery carrier, fuel tank and
glove box container were all reconstructed of stainless steel. The wooden framework was rebuilt using teak.
To facilitate the return of the vehicle to Australia the body work was completed, but mudguards, bonnet and fairing were loosely assembled. The vehicle was returned to Australia in
1974 and no further work has been carried out since.
The vehicle had deteriorated in the intervening period, not the least of which is that there has
been moisture entry through the spark plugs. Photographs are available of the cylinder bores
and crank case areas. In addition, the Riley would require total reskinning.
There is a host of spare parts to go with the vehicle.
As a matter of interest, new Dunlop tyres and tubes were imported and fitted to the vehicle.
These have never seen the roadway.
The owner, Ron Shipton is looking for around $11,000 for this amazing project.
His preferred contact would be by email
at rsshipton@optusnet.com.au
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